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Sprint Evaluation
What is the progress of your project in this sprint? What goals are achieved? What problems are overcome?
If you are updating your plans what are your justifications?
In this sprint, we worked on timeline part and recording videos and audios on the frontend side. We have
timeline but however it is not fulfilled with posts it is only fulfilled with profiles of all users. We are all
trying to send files to server but however we have some problems about that because android application
developing is changing so fastly. First, we try to send with a library called Ion , it was useful for pictures but
it wasn’t useful for videos especially. Then, we try to send with httpclient but after a while we learn that it is
deprecated which means it will not use probably a couple months . We are trying to send with
httpurlconnection right now. Hopefully, we will finish before the semester ends. We are also recording
videos and audios by using telephones own microphone and for video recording, we are using builtin
camera for recording videos. This provides us videos with more quality. If we solve these small problems,
we almost achieve our goals for this semester. For extra, we will try to work on our application design.

Team evaluation
How well your is team working together? How many meetings did you hold? Are you planning any changes
in your cooperation strategy? Which work is completed by which member (in a Gannt chart)?
Fatih and Safa worked on frontend side and Ali Haydar and Bahadır worked on the backend side. We are
trying to work together all the time to limit losing time while communicate. We are setting some meetings on
openproject forums to meet more planfully. However, everyone helps the problems together because we
don’t want to be so aparted for each other. Every week, we are meeting two days sometimes 3 days and we
are trying to work almost 56 hours together.
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Backlog Updates
What are your backlog updates?
We have some backlogs but they are dependent to each other and if we solve the main problem, it will be
more easy to fix all of them. We haven’t upload our videos to server and we can not show on the timeline
side. File uploading problem is our main problem but we hope that we will solve a couple days and fix other
sides more or less two days. After this, we will easily take videos for timeline part and then our goal will be
done for this semester.
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